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Here’s Some Other Important Information:

GIFT CERTIFICATES: Available in any denomination.  No extra cost! No expiration! Always fully refundable!
     

REPAIRS - CONSIGNMENT - PEN PURCHASES: We do the full array of pen repairs - very competitively

priced.  Ask about consignment rates for the Catalog (we reserve the right to turn down consignments), or see the web site
for details.  We are also always looking to purchase one pen or entire collections.
     

ABBREVIATIONS:
    

        Mint   - No sign of use             Fine   - Used, parts show wear
Near Mint  - Slightest signs of use            Good  - Well used, imprints may be almost
 Excellent  -  Imprints good, writes well, looks great  gone, plating wear

                   Fine+  -  One of the following: some brassing,             Fair  - A parts pen
                                     some darkening, or some wear
            ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LF     - Lever Filler         HR     - Hard Rubber
PF     - Plunger Filler (ie. Sheaffer)                 BCHR     - Black Chased Hard Rubber
PIF    - Piston Filler (ie. Montblanc)    RBHR     - Red & Black Hard Rubber
PK     - Push Knob Filler (Montblanc)         CF     - Cartridge Filler
GPT  - Gold Plated Trim                     ED      - Eyedropper Filler
GFT  - Gold Filled Trim                    CPT      - Chrome Plated Trim

 BF     - Button Filler      NPT      - Nickel Plated Trim
CRF  - Crescent Filler (Conklin)        

     

RETURN PRIVILEGES, POSTAGE and WARRANTEES (see website for complete information):
    
You have five (5) days from receipt of a pen to return it for any reason.  All pens are restored unless specifically noted in
the description.  Postage & Insurance are additional.  All pens are shipped insured.  For shipments in the US we prefer
UPS, and outside the US we prefer Express Mail International.  We will of course use other shippers at customer request.

Generally, our pens are warranted for one year.  Unfortunately, we sometimes cannot restore some modern pens (post-
1970) due to lack of parts or inaccessibility to the mechanisms (many modern pen companies manufacturer their pens
with the plan that no restoration will ever be done). If we can’t restore the pen, you may still have some recourse through
the manufacturer or distributor. We can provide contact information for you on request. Thank you for your understanding.
    

NIBS:
    
When reading item descriptions, please assume each nib is original for its pen, and is 14K gold, unless otherwise noted. 
    
******************************************************************************************

Check out our Website - www.gopens.com

See our website for: 

~Catalog photos in color, plus a downloadable color copy you can print at home.

~Information about our book “Waterman Past & Present - The First Six Decades”

~Protective Shipping & Storage tubes.

~White Slotted Storage boxes.

~Glass Covered Storage/Display Boxes.

~Slotted Trays for chests, boxes and drawers.

~Subscription information.

~Historical Catalogs for reference.

~Repair Services.

~Information on our Warrantees.

~Our Privacy Policy.

~Secure Credit Card Submission.

~And more...



Extraordinary Pens

1 Parker 1910 Model 15 Turban-Top eyedropper-fill in BHR with grooved pearl slabs which glow “pink iridescent” in the light (very

rare).  "Filigree" cap.  #2 fine, flexible nib. Cap indicia engraved in script: “GEH.” Has been filled (100 years ago?),

otherwise near mint+

$1500

2 Conklin 1920 #4 size Crescent-fill in Red Hard Rubber. Deep, crisp imprints, without the wear normally found. Correct BHR gripping

section. GFT. Fine nib. A tad of brassing to the high points of the clip,otherwise near mint+
$1500

3 Montblanc 1915 Cylindrical shaped Traveling Ink in BHR. The front unscrews to reveal a funnel shaped dispenser.  The user pushes the star

clad button at the top to let a measured amount of air to enter the cylinder and an equal amount of ink to be released into

the pen.  5" x 5/8". Exceptionally rare!  The smallest amount of wear to the mountain logo, otherwise near mint. Shown

with cap removed so you can see the filler nozzle.

$2000

4 Parker 1921 Duofold Sr. “Bandless” BF in Red Hard Rubber. GFT Perhaps the rarest of the Duofolds – the first year of introduction

with the giant “DUOFOLD” barrel imprint. Almost never found without a cap crack, since the lack of the cap band put

stress on the rubber when posting the cap. This one is perfect! Medium/broad nib. Near mint+

$1750

5 Parker 1967 75 Keepsake cartridge/converter-fill in smooth Sterling Silver. The design was for the cap & barrel to be engraved with

dates of birthdays, anniversaries, etc, to help remember these important occasions. GFT. New-old-stock. Mint in original

form-filled black box with red velvet lined inner box, cartridges and converter. 

$1350

6 Betzler &

Wilson

1900 #2 size eyedropper-fill straight-holder in BHR with alternating abalone &pearl panels. Strikingly beautiful!  B&W,

founded in the early 1890's, was an Akron, Ohio based manufacturer of high quality, beautiful pens. GFT. Medium/fine,

extra-flexible nib. Has been filled, otherwise near mint+.  

$950

7 Parker 1910 “Black Giant” eyedropper-fill in Black Hard Rubber. These are found clipless, with a “split” clip (open in the back), and a

full washer clip, such as the nickel plated clip on this pen. They also are found with no cap imprint and with the large

“Parker Black Giant” imprint, such as this one has. Both the barrel and cap imprints have some wear, but are fully

readable. Huge #12, fine. Very rare, very beautiful and very desirable!

$2200

8 Triad 1930 #6 size (the largest made) LF in Black & Pearl. The highly sought after triangular shaped pen which screws open and shut

by turning the knurled knob at the top of the cap. GFT. 14K signed Triad nib (medium). Owner’s imprint (R. O. Miller), a

tad of ambering and a few cap lip splits (these are not traditional lip cracks, but look like a few of the seams between the

various layers of laminated black & pearl celluloid have opened from the stresses of the cap being posted). Despite the

defects, still excruciatingly rare and desirable! 

$2000



9 Waterman 1930 494 LF in sterling silver “Bayleaf” overlay. One of Waterman’s most beautiful patterns. Rare. Fine, manifolding nib. Near

mint.
$2175

10 Waterman 1927 42 Continental Overlay Safety eyedropper-fill in 18K gold-filled. Cap in high relief with (6) frolicking Cherubs (Putti)

bordered on both the top and bottom with a row of flowers. Relief clip and cap-top. Barrel is “Pansy Panel.” “Figural”

Continental Safety pens are very rare! Fine, flexible nib. A few very minor scars to the smooth metal just above the turning

knob, otherwise near mint. Unrestored.

$2500

11 Waterman 1939 Transition Patrician LF in Turquoise. Very rare late model, found in turquoise, jade, onyx and moss
agate (matching pencils were also manufactured in these same colors).  The design uses a smooth

wide cap band; late 1930's clip with serrations on the top and part way down the sides; a 100 Year “shovel”

lever; no globe on the bottom of the barrel; a Waterman #5 nib. GFT. Very rare, and highly desired by

Patrician collectors. Very deep and crisp barrel imprint. Medium/fine nib. Near mint. 

$1350

12 Anonymous 1932 #4 BF in Green Pearl Marble. Pullman/Meteore style mechanism where the user pushes up the barrel sleeve to reveal the

nib which moves upwards through a hinged trap door. Reverse action retracts the nib back into the pen. Made in three

other colors: Red Pearl, Golden Pearl and Blue Pearl. GPT.  Medium nib. Near mint.

$1250

13 Omas 1939 Extra faceted LF in Golden Arco (incredible color). GFT. Broad, flexible nib. Manufactured in three sizes, this is the

middle size. Near mint+
$1850

14 Waterman 1920 20 eyedropper-fill in Red ripple. The largest pen made by Waterman, rare in black hard rubber, and far, far rarer in cardinal

or in ripple. This would be a $10,000* pen except for the cap damage which has been repaired and the aftereffects

beautifully and completely covered with a wide sterling silver cap band smartly engraved with a floral and vine pattern on

a bark background. [*For example, in April 2011 a Waterman 20 Red Ripple sold at the Bonhams auction in New York

City at $9,760).] The pen is otherwise mint. Its huge #10 nib (fine) is striking and in proportion to the barrel and cap.

Nickel clip. Offered at a superb price due to the historical restoration, it’s an exceptional addition to your collection until

the time you can acquire a perfect one.

$3500

15 Pelikan 1937 101N PIF in Cobra (Lizard). A rare binde! Matching cap. This was the final year of Pelikan’s use of the “4-

bird” logo on the cap top. In 1938 they switched to the “2 bird” logo. GFT. Amber celluloid barrel. 

Visualated barrel. Near mint. Fine nib. [Two available, the second is a 1942 model with a green acrylic barrel

and medium nib, also near mint.]  

$1600



16 Montblanc 2005 Boehme 8-Pen “Tester” Set in Black. Comes in the original Montblanc counter-top display box,

with 8 slots, each marked for a pen with a different style nib. The pens are also marked

accordingly, with one exception. The slot marked “BB” has a pen with a “BB” nib, but the barrel is

marked “OB.”  The pen in the “OB” slot is also marked “OB” and has an “OB” nib.  Exceedingly

rare! New-old-stock. Mint.

$3000

17 Parker 1951 Parker 51 Demonstrator Aerometric-fill “Magnetix” Desk Set. The trumpet and gripping section

are both transparent acrylic (very rare). The base in 1" thick freeform transparent acrylic (aprox. 4"

x 5")! GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint with clear plyglass bladder.

$800

18 Sheaffer 1925 Store Display Advertising Lifetime LF Desk Set in Black. 5 1/4" x 6 3/40" x 1" Glass base with

advertising “Sheaffer’s Lifetime Desk Fountain Pen Set.” One pen rest grooved in top of glass.

Two-toned, Lifetime, medium nib. Small chip out of rear left corner of the base, otherwise near

mint

$175

19 Wahl/Carlto

n  Ware

1930 Rare Carlton Ware Desk Set with Yellow Bird standing by Tree Trunk. Carlton Ware is a famous

UK based pottery manufacturer established in 1890. It reached its artistic high-point with superb

hand-painted domestic pottery in high art deco styles during the 1920s and 1930s. Much of their

work, such as this wonderful desk base, is hand painted under high glaze, a process they introduced

in the 1920s. These bases were used by both Parker and Eversharp. Black Eversharp desk pen with

medium nib.

$600



Happy Holidays -- Gift Selection for Everyone on Your Holiday List
The next 100+ items are new-old-stock, mint in the box pens and pencils, from $5.00 to $800.00. Here you can select
presents for your children, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, parents, spouse, boss, secret Santa gift, grab bags, and even for
yourself!. Share the gift of a writing instrument – sure to be liked and enjoyed by all. Gift Certificates are also available in
any denomination (see item #248 below).

20 Anonymous 2000 All Glass Dip pen. Hand blown, with twist nib and orange handle. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. $20

21 Apis 2000 Model 212P cartridge/converter-fill in Black Matte. GPT. Gold-plate medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers (in Japanese), converter and outer sleeve.

$20

22 Folios 1990 4-size cartridge/converter-fill in Black Lacque on brass. Barrel has a horizontal row of (4) Stars of David. Two-
toned, large, steel, fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, cartridges and outer sleeve.

$20

23 Styb 2005 9525Z Ball Pen/Pencil Set in Black. GFT.  Both cap activated. Styb is a large Italian manufacturer of lower
priced pens of very respectable quality. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer sleeve. Model
number on box. 

$20

24 Styb 2005 Cap-activated repeater pencil (0.5mm) for above set. Set

25 Parker 1979 Model 25 Flighter Ball Pen in Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel). New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
papers.  

$25

26 Parker 1970 “Big Red” ball pen in Green. CPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box (a tad threadbare). $30

27 Shihodo Co.
Ltd.

1988 Takara "Brush-Tipped" Long-Short cartridge-fill in black. A short pen, but opens to full length when the cap is
posted. GPT Uses a Platinum converter.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and cartridges. Two
available.

$30

28 Cross 2005 Ball Pen twist activated in Polished Chrome. Band has a seashell design. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with leather pouch, papers and outer sleeve. A great gift for milady! List price ~$50.00.

$30

29 Golden Star 2000 Ball Pen in Cloisonne blue with flowers and vines. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. $40



30 Ecobra 2000 Woodline cartridge/converter-fill in “Natural Wood” with Green & Black Veins. GPT. GP steel nib
(broad). New-old-stock. Mint in original box with converter.

$40

31 Golden
Star

2000 Aerometric-fill Parker 75 look-a-like in Cloisonne Blue with flowers and vines. GPT. Fine, gold-plate
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 

$40

32 Reform 1994 #2-size cartridge/converter-fill in Translucent Green. GPT. Gold-plate medium/fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, converter and outer sleeve.

$40

33 Auroranib 1975 Marco Polo cartridge/converter-fill in Black Matte. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box with papers, cartridge (a bit evaporated), and outer sleeve.

$40

34 Aurora 1975 Marco Polo cartridge/converter-fill in Brushed Stainless Steel. CPT. Gold-plate medium/broad nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, cartridge and outer sleeve.

$40

35 Sheaffer 1981 “TRZ” White-Dot cartridge/converter-fill in Black with multi-color variated horizontal bands. GPT.
GP medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, cartridges and converter.

$40

36 Golden
Star

2000 Aerometric-fill Parker 75 look-a-like in Cloisonne White with flowers and vines. GPT. Medium/fine,
gold-plate nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 

$40

37 Golden
Star

2000 Ball Pen in Cloisonne green, blue and white flowers and vines. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box.

$40

38 Hero 1990 Slim cartridge/converter-fill Fountain pen - Ball Pen set in Brushed Stainless Steel.  Slim Targa
look-a-like. Three raised relief gold-outlined Pandas on both the cap and barrel. The barrel is
engraved with 3 Pandas and, in both English and Chinese: “"XI Asian Games Beijing 1990.” Extra-
fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer sleeve. 

$50

39 Hero 1990 Twist-activated ball pen for above set. Set



40 Sheaffer 1989 Slim Targa 1001 Ball pen - Pencil Set in Brushed Stainless Steel. Chrome clips. New-old-stock.
Pencil with original label. Mint in original box (box cover shows some wear).

$50

41 Sheaffer 1989 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

42 Daniel
Hechter

2005 The Swiss based courtier has lent his name to this fountain pen, ball pen set in Brushed Stainless
Steel. Respectable quality, with a signed “Hechter” two-tone steel nib (medium). GPT. New-old-
stock. Mint in original box with converter, papers and outer sleeve.

$50

43 D. Hechter 2005 Twist activated ball pen for above set. Set

44 Harley
Davidson

1995 Ball Pen in Silver Pearl. Twist-activated. CPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. $50

45 Sheaffer 1944 Tuckaway Lifetime Touchdown-fill Set in Brown. GFT. Visualated section. Two-toned, fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 

$75

46 Sheaffer 1944 Twist-operated pencil for above set. Set

47 Parker 1969 Classic Ball Pen in Sterling Silver Cisele (crosshatch), button activated. GFT Cap band engraved
“10th” so perhaps this was an anniversary present.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.
Will polish on request.

$75

48 Acme 1999 Leonardo Da Vinci Science cartridge/converter-fill in Yellow, with line drawings related to Da Vinci.
Two-tone gold-plate medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and converter.  

$75

49 Waterman 1947 277 Crusader Taperite LF in Burgundy with polished chrome electroplated cap. Extra-fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer sleeve. Box a tad threadbare. [Two
available]

$95

50 Waterman 1947 277 Crusader Taperite LF in Black with polished chrome electroplated cap. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers and outer sleeve. Box a tad threadbare.  Four available: (1) Fine nib; (1)
extra-fine nib; (2) medium nib.

$95



51 Dani Trio 2005 Brilliant cartridge/converter-fill in White with Abalone barrel slabs. GPT. Gold-plate medium nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with cartridges, converter and outer box.

$100

52 Parker 1979 180 Flighter in Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel). Parker was getting a lot of returns of the 75 due
to overly rough handling of their nibs, so the developed the 180 with a nib which could stand the
roughest of treatment. The “180" means that you can flip the pen over and write with the either side
of the nib (this one is extra-fine/medium). GFT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and
outer sleeve.

$100

53 Montblanc 1971 221 cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
papers, outer sleeve and converter.

$100

54 Omas 1990 Americo Vespucci Rollerball in Briarwood.  Commemorates the ship “A. Vespucci,”  launched by

the Italian Navy in 1931, and acclaimed as the most beautiful ship in existence.  In box with burlap
“Sail” wrapping (missing rope), instructions and outer box (wear at the corners). User grade with
wear to the barrel. Matching Ball Pen-Pencil #86/7 below. Matching Fountain Pen #85 below.

$100

55 Sheaffer 1985 Targa 1036 Ball Pen in Blue Ronce Lacquer. GPT.  New-old-stock with original label. Mint in
original box with papers and outer sleeve. Matches Fountain Pen #84 below.

$100

56 Pelikan 2004 M400 Souveran PIF in Black. GPT. Visualated barrel. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with papers and outer box. 

$125

57 Namiki 2005 Falcon 60152 cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. Fine, Falcon shaped, nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with papers, cartridges, converter and outer box. Shown open to see nib.

$125

58 Parker 1984 Classic Ball Pen - Pencil Set in Gold-electroplated “Barley” pattern. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box with outer sleeve.

$125

59 Parker 1984 Button-activated pencil for above set. Set

60 Waterman 1975 Watermina cartridge/converter-fill in Black with gold-electroplate “Night & Day” overlay.
Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with cartridges and converter.

$125



61 Parker 1952 21 Aerometric-fill Set in Blue. Polished Chrome caps. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box (a bit threadbare and Scotch taped).

$125

62 Parker 1952 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

63 Waterman 1979 “CF Flighter” cartridge/converter-fill in Brushed Stainless Steel. GFT Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with papers, converter and outer sleeve. The CF converter is very rare (“CF” stood
for “cartridge-fill” so very few of the slim converters which fit this model were manufactured). 

$125

64 Sheaffer 1985 Slim Targa 1030 cartridge/converter-fill in Thuya Ronce Lacquer. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock
with original labels. Mint in original box with papers, cartridges and outer box

$125

65 Ferrari 1986 Formula cartridge/converter-fill in Brushed Stainless Steel. Gold-plate fine point. New-old-stock
with original label. Mint in original box with cartridge, converter and outer sleeve.

$125

66 Sheaffer 1990 Targa cartridge/converter-fill in Silver electroplate “Barley” pattern. Unusual TRIPLE-BROAD nib. 
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with cartridges and papers. Converter included.

$125

67 Sheaffer 1985 Targa cartridge/converter-fill in Gold-electroplate “Fluted” pattern. Medium/broad nib.
New-old-stock with original label. Mint in original box with papers.

$125

68 Sheaffer 1949 Sentinel Lifetime Triumph Tuckaway Set in Black. Brushed Stainless Steel caps with GFT. Two-
toned wraparound nib (fine). New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$150

69 Sheaffer 1949 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

70 Mark Cross 1965 Ball Pen - Pencil Set in Sterling Silver “Fluted” pattern. Cap-activated ball pen. High quality,
German made set. Quite beautiful. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$150

71 M. Cross 1965 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set



72 Waterman 1996 LeMan 100 cartridge/converter-fill in Black (smooth). Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box (minor ink stains) with papers, cartridges, converter and outer sleeve. 

$150

73 Parker 1984 75 Place Vendome cartridge/converter-fill in 22K gold-electroplate “Millerais” (pinstripe panels).
Broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.

$150

74 Sheaffer 1985 Targa Lacque cartridge/converter-fill in Ruby Red Ronce. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock with
original labels. Mint in original box with papers.

$150

75 Parker 1951 51 Aerometric-fill in Midnight Blue. Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) cap. Medium/fine nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box. Canadian manufacture.

$150

76 Parker 1974 75 Cisele (Crosshatch) cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver. GFT. Fine nib.  New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with papers and outer sleeve. Converter included. Some ball pen writing on the
papers and sleeve.

$150

77 Parker 1965 65 Flighter cartridge/converter-fill in Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel). Black gripping section.
GFT. Medium/broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original hinged box with papers. Converter
included.

$175

78 Parker 1979 Classic Ball Pen - Pencil Set in Sterling Silver Crosshatch (Cisele). GFT. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box. Will polish on request,

$175

79 Parker 1979 Button-activated pencil for above set. Set

80 Dupont 1985 Les Classiques cartridge/converter-fill in gold-plate “Fluted.” Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with converter and outer sleeve.

$200

81 Parker 1965 75 Cisele (Crosshatch) cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver. GFT. Medium nib (label on pen
says: “Medium Semi-flex.” New-old-stock with original label and cellophane sleeve. Mint in original
early black form-fitted box with tri-fold velvet case, papers, cartridges, converter and outer sleeve.
Converter included. The velvet inside the tri-fold case is distressed.

$200



82 Parker 1988 Duofold International Stationary Set. Cartridge/converter-fill in Black. Very early and collectible
Duofold, with an “E” date code on the cap. GPT. 18K, two-toned fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
Parker signed box. Converter included. And, as a bonus, for just the price of the pen, it comes with
a supply of feather-edged, watermarked, stationary and envelopes!

$200

83 Parker 1994 Duofold International cartridge/converter-fill in Pearl & Black. GPT. Two-toned “80" (needlepoint)
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, cartridge converter and outer box. 

$200

84 Sheaffer 1985 Targa Lacque 1036 cartridge/converter-fill in Blue Ronce Lacquer. GPT. Medium nib.
New-old-stock with labels. Mint in original box with papers, cartridges and converter. Two available.
Matches Ball Pen #55 above.

$200

85 Omas 1990 Americo Vespucci PIF in Briarwood.  Commemorates the ship “A. Vespucci,”  launched by the Italian Navy in
1931, and acclaimed as the most beautiful ship in existence. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with burlap
“Sail” wrapping, instructions and outer box (outer box shows considerable wear and one end flap is missing).
Ball Pen - Pencil set just below. Matching Rollerball is item #54 above.

$200

86-
87 

Omas 1990 Americo Vespucci Ball Pen - Pencil set in Briarwood. Commemorates the ship “A. Vespucci,” launched by the
Italian Navy in 1931, and acclaimed as the most beautiful ship in existence.  New-old-stock. Mint in box with
burlap “Sail” wrapping, instructions and outer box (quite threadbare, with creases and torn corners). The box
only has one elastic holder, so it originally may have been for only one of these pieces.

$200

88 Parker 1949 51 Aerometric-set in Burgundy with Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) caps. Fine point.
New-old-stock with original labels.. Mint in original box.

$200

89 Parker 1949 Cap-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

90 Parker 2003 Duofold International cartridge/converter-fill in Blue Mosaic. CPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with papers, cartridges, converter and outer box. Outer box a bit shopworn.

$200

91 Parker 1994 Duofold International cartridge/converter-fill in Green Marbled (one of the rarer colors). GPT. Two-
toned 18K, stub, oblique nib (shaped like left foot). Mint in original box with outer sleeve and
papers. Converter included.

$200



92 Parker 2006 Duofold International cartridge/converter-fill in Green Check. Platinum plated trim. Two-
toned 18K, fine nib. Mint in original box with outer sleeve, papers, cartridges and
converter.

$225

93 Parker 1998 Duofold Centennial cartridge/converter-fill in Grey Pearl. GPT. Two-toned 18K, medium
nib. Mint in original box.  Converter included. 

$225

94 Pilot 1987 Deluxe Maki-e Ryu (Dragon) cartridge/converter-fill in Black lacquer over brass, and
Hiramakiw work on both the cap and barrel. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock with original
label. Mint in original box with papers, cartridges and converter.

$250

95 Aurora 1970 Hastil Fountain Pen - Ball Pen cartridge/converter-fill Set in gold-plate “Fluted.” Medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and converter.

$250

96 Aurora 1970 Twist-activated ball pen for above set. Set

97 Montblanc 2000 Desk Stand for MB 149 in Black. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Take $50 off if
bought with one of the Montblanc 149 pens found later in the Catalog (see item #135,
#187, #188 and #189).

$250

98 Waterman 1971 “CF” cartridge/converter-fill set in Chrome-plate “Moire” pattern. Inlaid, medium nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box with converter. The CF converter is very rare (“CF”
stood for “cartridge-fill” so very few of the slim converters which fit this model were
manufactured). 

$250

99 Waterman 1971 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

100 Parker 1975 75 Cisele (Crosshatch) cartridge/converter-fill Set in Sterling Silver. GFT. Extra-fine nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box form-fitted, red velvet lined box. Converter included.

$250

101 Parker 1975 Twist operated pencil for above set. Set



102 Parker 2005 Duofold International cartridge/converter-fill in Amber Check. GPT. Two-toned 18K,
medium nib. Mint in original box with outer sleeve. Converter included.

$250

103 Parker 1962 VP “Very Personal” glass converter-fill in Blue with gold-filled cap and clip. Medium/fine
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and converter.  

$275

104 Parker 2005 Duofold Centennial cartridge/converter-fill in Green Check. Platinum plated trim. Two-
toned 18K, medium nib. Mint in original box. Converter included. 

$300

105 Montblanc 1985 146 PIF in Black. GPT. Medium/fine nib. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint in original
hinged box (no outer box or papers).

$300

106 Parker 1946 51 Vacumatic-fill Set in Black. 1/10 of 16K GF “9-converging lines” cap with Chevron
band. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Will polish caps on request.

$300

107 Parker 1946 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

108 Sheaffer 1959 PFM III Snorkel-fill Set in Black. GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock with original chalk
marks. Mint in original box with papers. 

$300

109 Sheaffer 1959 Twist-operated pencil for above set. Set

110 Sheaffer 1936 #5 Feather-Touch LF Set in Ebonized Pearl. GFT. Two-toned, fine nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box.

$300

111 Sheaffer 1936 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set



112 Omas 1987 A.M. 87 PIT in Briarwood Cherry. GPT. Two-toned, medium, 18K nib. Has been filled. Near mint in
box with outer box (outer box shows wear).

$325

113 Parker 1994 Duofold Centennial cartridge/converter-fill in Chocolate Pinstripe. Platinum plated trim. Two-toned
18K, medium nib. Mint in original lacquered wood box, with felt bag and outer box.  Converter
included. 

$350

114 Parker 1994 Duofold Centennial cartridge/converter-fill in Navy Pinstripe. Platinum plated trim. Two-toned 18K,
medium nib.  Mint in original lacquered wood box, with felt bag and outer box.  Converter included. 

$350

115 Newman 2005 #6 size BF Demonstrator in transparent Acrylic. CPT. Two-toned, 18K medium nib.  New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with papers and outer box (outer box with corner tears). No longer being
manufactured, Newman pens are very hard to fine. List price $500.

$350

116 Sheaffer 1959 PFM II Snorkel Set in Burgundy with Brushed Steel caps. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box.

$350

117 Sheaffer 1959 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

118 Waterman 1941 100 Year “Lady” LF Set in Red. GFT. Fine, flexible nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
papers.

$350

119 Waterman 1941 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

120 Stipula 2001 Etruria PIF in Ambrosia(Golden Pearl speclk on an amber transparent celluloid background).
Sterling Silver trim. TITANIUM nib (medium, flexible). New-old-stock. Mint in original box, with
papers and outer sleeve.

$350

121 Pilot 1969 “Dragon” Art Craft Silvern cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver. Medium nib. From the rarer first
series. New-old-stock with original cellophane sleeve. Mint in original box with converter and outer
sleeve.

$375



122 Montblanc 1975 225/265/285 Fountain pen - Ball Pen - Pencil PIF3-piece set in Black Matte with Brushed Chrome
caps. A rare set. CPT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$375

123 Montblanc 1975 Clip-activated ball pen for above set. Set

124 Montblanc 1975 Button-activated pencil for above set. Set

125 Waterman 1989 Man Bicentennial Revolution Ball Pen in Black. GPT. Manufactured in honor of the 200th

anniversary of the French revolution. Clip engraved with three flying birds and “1789 1989." New-
old-stock. Mint, in original hinged box, with wooden outer box (top with heat imprinted bicentennial
graphics), instructions, guarantee and Certificate of Authenticity.

$400

126 Montblanc 1979 Classic cartridge/converter-fill 3-piece Set in Burgundy. 14K, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original Brown Leather zipper case.

$400

127 Montblanc 1979 Clip-activated ball pen for above set. Set

128 Montblanc 1979 Button-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

129 Sheaffer 1970 Nostalgia cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver “Filigree” pattern. Medium nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with papers, cartridges and converter. Will polish on request.

$425

130 Sheaffer 1970 Nostalgia cartridge/converter-fill in Vermeil (gold-filled over sterling silver) “Filigree” pattern. Fine
nib. New-old-stock with label. Mint in box with cartridges and converter. Will polish on request.

$450

131 Omas 1988 “360" Museum of Modern Art PIF in Briarwood (very rare). Designed exclusive for the New York
MOMA, with a design dating back to the 1940s. The 3 rings on the gripping section match those on
the cap. Two-toned 18K, medium nib. A few minor scars on the cap (perhaps “box wear,” otherwise
near mint in box with papers and outer box.

$450

132 Omas 1999 Extra Pargon PIF in Bronze Arco celluloid. Cap in Vermeil (Gold-filled over Sterling Silver). Part of
Omas’s Arte Italiana Precious Facets Collection. Two-toned, 18K, broad nib. Roller-ball clip. New-
old-stock. Mint in box with guarantee (two tears on cover). No outer cardboard box or sleeve.

$450



133 Parker 1952 51 Flighter Set Aerometric-fill in Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel). GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box.

$450

134 Parker 1952 Cap-activated repeater pencil for above set. Set

135 Montblanc 1991 149 PIF in Black. GPT. Two-toned, medium/fine nib Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint in
original hinged box, with outer box and papers. [Two available]. Buy with Desk Stand (item #97
above) for a $50 discount on the stand.

$475

136 Parker 1993 Duofold International “Presidential” specimen set in Gold electroplate. Made for salesmen to be
able to show dealers the “Presidential” without needing to carry around the actual pens in solid
gold. Also for use in window displays, so dealers didn’t have to risk having an $18,000 vulnerable
in their front window. Quite rare, as they were never made for sale. Cap, barrel and pencil body are
stamped “Metal” so they will not be confused for the solid gold version. Two-toned 18K, medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in a beautiful wooden lacquer box with outer box and converter.

$500

137 Parker 1993 Twist-activated ball pen for above set. Set

138 Parker 1975 75 Cisele Cartridge/converter-fill Set in Vermeil (14K GF on sterling silver). Fine nib. New-old-
stock. Mint in original green velvet lined box.

$500

139 Parker 1975 Button Activated Ball Pen for above set. Set

140 Sheaffer 1959 PFM II Snorkel Set in Blue with Brushed Steel caps. Fine nib. New-old-stock with original chalk
marks. Mint in original box with papers.

$600

141 Sheaffer 1959 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

142 Parker 1970 T-1 cartridge/converter-fill in Titanium. GFT. A short lived model, as Parker discovered that it cost
them more to make than their selling price of the pen! They eventually used up the caps and
barrels for the Parker 75, which didn’t require the complicated titanium integrated gripping section
and nib unit. New-old-stock. Mint in the rare and unusual streamlined “stand-up” box. Converter
included.

$800



Pen Carrying Cases (All Brand New)

143 Caran
d’Ache

2010 Single pen case in Brown. Top flap folds and inserts into cross strap. 1/2" x 5 1/2" x 1 1/4". New-
old-stock. Mint in original box. 46 available.  List Price $75.00.

$15

144 Caran
d’Ache

2010 Double pen case in Black. Top flap folds and inserts into cross strap. ½" x 5 ½" x 2 1/4". New-old-
stock. Mint in original box.  28 available. List Price $75.00.

$15

145 Nikolai 2005 Double pen case in Brown Leather. Tri-fold with small slip-in storage compartment. Bottom folds
up; top folds down. 3/4" x 5" 2 1/4". New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Six available.  List$85.00.

$25

146 Omas 2005 Double pen case in Black Leather. Hard divider between the two compartments. Top folds over and
snaps closed. 2.25" x 6.5" x 3/4" New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Two available.  List$100.00.

$25

147 Omas 2005 Double pen case in Hard Sided Black. Hard divider between the compartments. Top folds over and
snaps closed. 1 1/4" x 6.5" x 1 1/4". New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 1 available.  List $100.00.

$25

148 Anonymous 2005 Triple pen case in Black. Zippered. New-old-stock. 3" x 6.5" x 2 3/4". Mint in original box. Eight
available.  List Price $ 20.00.

$10

149 Nikolai 2005 Double pen case Wallet in Brown Leather. Four compartments for credit cards; two ½ size
compartments, one behind the pens and the second behind the credit cards; and a third
compartment, the size of the entire wallet, behind those, for  currency, note paper, etc. 3 1/4" x 6
1/4" x 3/4". New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Two available.  List Price $100.00.

$50

150 Anonymous 2005 Twelve pen case in Black (6 on each side). Zippered, with protective leaf to avoid the pens
scratching each other. 5 ½" x 8" x 3/4". New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 5 available. List $50.00.

$20

151 Visconti 2005 Twelve pen case in Black leather. Hard sided, with top flap which closes and is held in place with
Velcro. 7" x 11" x 1". New-old-stock. Mint in original box. One available.  List Price $150.00. 

$50

152 Nikolai 2005 Pen case for 20 pens in Brown Leather. Zippered, with protective leaf to avoid the pens scratching
each other. New-old-stock. 7.5" x 10" x 1 3/4". Mint in original box. One available.  List $300.00.

$60



Limited Editions

153 Bexley 2005 Deluxe LE 110/250 cartridge/converter-fill in Jungle Green. 9K solid gold trim. Broad, italic nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with papers, converter and outer sleeve. Top of box shows distress.

$175

154 Cartier 2000 Combination Perpetual Calendar - Watch - Ball Pen LE 0477/2000 in Black Lacquer. GPT. Domed crystal
Quartz watch signed “Cartier.” New-old-stock. Mint in original fitted box with all papers and white outer box
(outer box a little shopworn)..

$1200

155 Omas 1994 Christoforo Colombo II LE PIF in Briarwood. Celebrates the 500th year of the voyage of discovery. Section is
dated 1994. GPT. Each pen took two years to produce. Two-toned 18K, fine nib.  The pen has been used (and
cleaned) and there are slight posting marks on the turning knob. Near mint In box (might be something missing
as the box has an empty semi-circular compartment, with outer box (torn, end flap missing, threadbare). No
papers.

$900

156 Omas 1996 Jerusalem 3000 LE #0466/3000 PIF in Red with sterling silver overlay, engraved with symbols of the ancient
city. Honors the 3000th anniversary of Jerusalem's establishment as a city. 18K, medium, rhodium plated nib.
New-old-stock. Mint with all original packaging (inside of box showing some wear). Shortly after introduction the
wooden box with its sliding cover was discontinued due to warping. This one is perfect and still working fine.
New-old-stock, mint. The inside of the red cardboard box is torn. The leather pouch, parchment scroll and metal
insert for the wooden box are missing (thus, priced much lower than otherwise).

$500

157 Omas 1996 E.E Ercolessi LE #1597/1921 PIF in Green Marble. GPT. 18K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original wooden
box with ink bottle, all papers and outer box

$450

158 Omas 1997 Triratna PIF LE 2004/2540 in Saffron (the color of the Buddhist's monks robes).   Produced using three "Old
World" techniques: Lost Wax, Haut-Bas Relief and Filigree. Cap & barrel overlays are .925 Sterling and the
Sterling Silver clip is adorned with 3 Rubies. The name "Triratna" stands for "Three Gems" which is the
Buddhist Trinity: Buddha, the teacher of universal compassion; Dharma, his teachings; Sangha, the community
of Buddhist followers.  Two-toned 18K, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer
box (a little wear at the corners).

$700

159 Omas 2001 Arlecchino Harlequin LE 627/750 PIF in black, green, orange, yellow, transparent red and red
celluloid. Only 750 were made. GPT. 18K, medium, italic nib. Near mint+ in box with outer box and
sleeve (sleeve with one 3/4" tear). Excruciatingly rare, and quite beautiful!

$1750



160 Omas 2001 Arlecchino Harlequin PIF in black, green, orange, yellow, transparent red and red celluloid. While
only 750 were made in the limited edition run, this example is un-numbered.  I find no indication
that Omas did a non-LE run, so this is perhaps a prototype (which is what the current owners of
Omas believe). There is another possibility; Omas produced 150 “Omaggio ad Armando Simoni
Collection of 11 Pens,” one of which was the Arlecchino Harlequin. Perhaps the pen came from
this set.  If anyone has more information, please let me know. GPT. 18K, extra-fine nib. New-old-
stock, mint. The box is available but hasn’t reached me yet to be photographed. Very rare!

$1700

161 Omas 2004 Filarmonica LE 021/300 PIF in Tobacco Brown Celluloid with Golden Flakes. GPT. The 5 cap bands represent
the 5 lines on a music sheet. Unique, double-vented, flexible MUSIC NIB, in 18K. In original box with papers &
outer box. Mint in box with papers and outer box. Made only for the German market and very difficult to find.

$1000

162 Omas 2000 Lucens PIF LE 719/1000 in Black. Highly visulated barrel. Rhodium trim. 18K medium nib. Mint in
box with papers, outer box and sleeve (sleeve with one 1.5" tear).

$1300

163 Omas 2000 Extra Lucens faceted PIF LE 688/1000 in Blue. Highly visulated barrel. GPT. Two-toned 18K, fine
nib. Mint in box with papers, outer box and sleeve (sleeve shows wear).

$1400

164 Montblanc 1994 Agatha Christie PIF LE 3343/4810 in Black, with rare Vermeil trim (GF over sterling silver) - much
rarer than the version with the sterling silver trim. Broad nib. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. No
box or papers.

$2000

165 Montblanc 1995 Voltaire PIF LE 06936/20000 in Black. GFT. Broad nib. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. No box/
or papers.

$550

166 Montblanc 2000 Year of the Golden Dragon PIF LE 065/888 in Meissen Porcelain. The cap with a hand painted
dragon, and cap & barrel with hand painted traditional Chinese ornamentation. 18K medium nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers and outer box (a touch of wear to the corners).  One
recently sold on eBay for over $9,000 in a sealed box!

$5000

167 Parker 1996 Norman Rockwell LE 0914/3500 Duofold Centennial cartridge/converter-fill in Black & Pearl. GPT.
Two-toned 18K, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with white outer bag and all
papers and accessories.

$700



168 Parker 2010 DNA Duofold Centennial LE 18/100 in Red & Black. Originally available only through the UK
Writing Equipment Society and long sold out (100 were produced, but only 81 left the factory). The
innovative design of this limited edition was inspired by the helical pattern of DNA. GPT. Two-toned
18K, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original black lacquer wooden box with outer sleeve,
papers, accessories and even the original outer plastic bag with it’s original label.

$1500

169 Parker 2011 Duofold Centennial Special Edition cartridge/converter-fill in Burgundy.  Manufactured by Parker to
honor their Chinese consumers and collectors. Manufactured and  launched exclusively for the
China and Hong Kong market. GPT. 18K, medium nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original blue lacquer
wooden box with outer sleeve, papers and accessories. The brass plaque on the inner wooden box
has a few scratches.

$300

170 Parker 2005 True Blue Duofold Centennial LE Special Edition of 5000 cartridge/converter-fill in Blue with White
Veins. GPT. 18K rhodium plated, medium nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer
sleeve, papers, accessories and even the original outer plastic bag with it’s original label.

$500

171 Parker 1996 “Snake” LE 1292/5000 cartridge/converter-fill in sterling silver with eyes made from emeralds. New-
old-stock. Mint in huge original presentation box, with outer box, sleeve, papers and all
accessories. Will polish on request. 

$1250

172 Pelikan 1998 1935 "Originals of Their Time" PIF #2512/4000 in Jade. GPT. 18K, medium nib. Revisits the very
rare original 1935 Jade Model 100. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with all original packaging.

$900

173 Pelikan 1999 Special Edition Expo 2000 - Nature #0133 PIF in Green with overlay engraved with cephalopods,
fossilized extinct sea creatures, "which existed when the earth was in the central phase of its
development". 18K, broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint with all original packaging.

$600

174 Pelikan 1998 Special Edition Expo 2000 - Humankind  #1073 PIF in Burgundy with overlay depicting DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) as a code to "infinite variety" which "still guards from us the secret of our
life". New-old-stock. 18K, medium nib. Mint with all original packaging.

$600

175 Pelikan 2000 Special Edition Expo 2000 - Technology #1614 PIF in Blue with overlay depicting a circuit board as
a symbol of advancement. 18K, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint with all original packaging.

$600



Regular Vintage Pen Section

176 Aurora 1975 88P Signet Ball Pen Gold-filled. Cap-activating. Alternating pinstripe and plain panels. Clip
with inlaid black enamel. One pinpoint ding in barrel, otherwise near mint.

$125

177 Aurora 1975 88P PIF in Black. Gold-filled cap in pinstriped panels with black enamel inlaid clip.
Visualated barrel. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. 

$300

178 Columbus 1946 Extra 132 LF in Tortoise. GFT. Extra-fine, extra-flexible nib. A tad of band and lever
brassing, otherwise near mint.  The pen was manufactured in 12 different colors and three
sizes.  This is the middle size.

$650

179 Conklin 1931 Nozac Vest-pocket piston-fill in Red Herringbone. Rare, short model, with neither a clip
nor a ring. GFT. Two-toned, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$300

180 Montblanc 1946 222 BF in Black. GFT. A rare size and model (much more often found in piston-fill, ie. 244 and
246). Fine, flexible nib. Near mint.

$250

181 Montblanc 1938 324 ½ BF in black. Very unusual wartime pen made for the Arab market (no star on the top). NPT.
Medium, alloy nib. Small remnant of the Montblanc imprint on the barrel. Excellent.

$150

182 Montblanc 1946 136 Meisterstuck PIF in Black. Rare, transitional model, with three cap bands and “Meisterstuck”
on the inner cap. Short barrel window. GFT. Double-broad, wartime alloy nib. Near mint.

$1100

183 Montblanc 1955 142 PIF in Green Striped. GFT. 2-Toned 14C broad nib. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint. $1000

184 Montblanc 1950 144 PIF in Black Celluloid. GFT. 2-Toned 14C medium, italic nib. Flat, double-grooved feed.
Visualated barrel. Near mint+

$450

185 Montblanc 1955 146  PIF in Green Striped. GFT. 2-Toned 14C fine nib. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint. $1400



186 Montblanc 1980 144 PIF in Black. GPT. 14K medium nib. “Split ebonite” feed. Visualated barrel. Near mint. $300

187 Montblanc 1965 149 PIF in Black. GPT. 18C 3-Tone medium, italic nib. Feed with grooved face. Visualated
barrel. Near mint. Buy with Desk Stand (item #97 above) for a $50 discount on the stand.

$800

188 Montblanc 1968 149 PIF in Black. GPT. 18C 3-Tone medium nib. Feed with grooved face. Visualated
barrel. Near mint.  Buy with Desk Stand (item #97 above) for a $50 discount on the stand.

$700

189 Montblanc 1991 149 PIF in Black. GPT. 14K 2-Tone medium/fine nib. “Split ebonite” feed. Visualated
barrel. Near mint. Buy with Desk Stand (item #97 above) for a $50 discount on the stand.

$475

190 Montblanc 1955 214 BF in Black. GFT. Fine nib. A little brassing of the bottom edge of the cap band and
has been filled, otherwise near mint. 

$200

191 Montblanc 1955 14 PIF in Black. GPT, with “Wave” band. Medium/broad, oblique nib (shaped like left foot).
New-old-stock. Mint with original clip label. 

$175

192 Montblanc 1956 254 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Stub, oblique “Wing” nib (shaped like left foot).
Near mint

$275

193 Montblanc 1956 252 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Broad, oblique nib (shaped like left foot). Near
mint+

$225

194 Montblanc 1970 Classic cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. Visualated barrel. Medium nib. New-old-
stock. Mint. Converter included.

$110

195 Montblanc 1979 Classic cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. Visualated barrel. Stub, oblique nib (shaped
like left foot). New-old-stock. Mint. Converter included.

$110



196 Montblanc 1980 CS-Line Rollerball in Black Matte. GPT. Near mint. $75

197 Montblanc 1980 CS-Line cartridge/converter-fill in Burgundy Matte. GPT. Gold plated med nib. New-old-stock. Mint. $110

198 Parker 1917 Model 49 Turban-Top eyedropper-fill in BHR with pinstriped gold-filled overlay. Indicia smartly
engraved in script “H.M.P.” Fine, extra-flexible nib. Has been filled (90 years ago?). A few minor
surface scratches, otherwise near mint.

$500

Parker Royal Challenger

The button-fill Parker Challenger was introduced in 1934 as a student’s pen. In 1935 a middle-range version, called the
DeLuxe Challenger, was added.  Finally, in 1937, a high end model was added, named the “Royal Challenger (RC).”  The
first RC clips were in the shape of a sword, which Parker changed later in the year to now the more common stepped clip.
Some RC versions had a visualated section, which Parker called the “Visometer.” The entire Challenger line was
discontinued in 1939.

199 Parker 1939 Royal Challenger BF in Red Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Sword” clip and single wide
cap band. Medium nib. Near mint.

$500

200 Parker 1940 Royal Challenger BF in Red Herringbone. GFT. “Stepped” clip and 3 cap bands. Fine nib. Nr mint. $300

201 Parker 1937 Slender Royal Challenger BF in Red Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Stepped” clip and
three cap bands. Extra-fine nib. Near mint+

$200

202 Parker 1938 Slender Royal Challenger BF in Red Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Stepped” clip and
three cap bands. Medium/fine nib. Visualated window is dark, otherwise near mint.

$165

203 Parker 1938 Royal Challenger Pencil in Red Herringbone. GFT. “Stepped” clip and three cap bands. A tad of
brassing to clip edges at the top & bottom, otherwise near mint. [Buy at $50 with either pen above].

$75



204 Parker 1937 Royal Challenger BF in Golden Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Sword” clip and 3 cap
bands. Fine nib. Two pinpoint dents on the bottom tassie, otherwise near mint.

$400

205 Parker 1937 Royal Challenger BF in Golden Herringbone. GFT. “Sword” clip and 3 cap bands. Medium
nib. Barrel slightly darker than the cap, otherwise near mint.

$350

206 Parker 1939 Royal Challenger BF in Red Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Stepped” clip and
single wide cap band. Medium nib. Near mint+

$350

207 Parker 1938 Royal Challenger BF in Golden Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Stepped” clip and
three cap bands. White highlighting in the barrel imprint. Fine nib. Near mint+

$250

208 Parker 1937 Slender Royal Challenger BF in Golden Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section. “Stepped”
clip and three cap bands. White highlighting in the barrel imprint. Fine nib. Near mint+

$175

209 Parker 1938 Slender Royal Challenger BF Set in Golden Herringbone. GFT. Visualated section.
“Stepped” clip and single wide cap band. Medium nib. Near mint+

$375

210 Parker 1938 Twist-operated pencil for above set. Near mint Set

211 Parker 1937 Royal Challenger BF in Silver Herringbone. CPT. Visualated section. “Stepped” clip and
single wide cap band. Extra-fine nib. Near mint+

$350

212 Parker 1937 Royal Challenger BF in Silver Herringbone. CPT. “Stepped” clip and three cap bands. Fine
nib. Near mint+

$200

213 Parker 1938 Royal Challenger BF Set in Silver Herringbone. CPT. Visualated section. “Sword” clip and
single wide cap band. Medium nib. Near mint+

$450

214 Parker 1937 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set



215 Pelikan 1937 209 Repeater Pencil in Green Pearl Black with Black top and push button. GFT. Rare short, clipless model.
Near mint+

$200

216 Pelikan 1947 100CN in Green Pearl. Gold plated “Fluted” trim. Green acrylic barrel. Medium/fine chromium nib (which many
say writes better than Pelikan’s gold nibs). New-old-stock. Mint.

$300

217 Pelikan 1950 400 PIF in Green Striped. GFT. Visualated barrel. Near mint+ to mint. Four available: (1) Broad/double broad;
(1) Medium, oblique (shaped like left foot); (1) Double-broad, oblique (shaped like left foot); (1) rare DF
[manifold, fine], with 2 vent holes.

$200

218 Pelikan 1953 100N “Lady” PIF in Green Pearl. Rare model, designed for vest pockets and miladies purse,  with a round band
below the inner cap instead of a clip. GFT. Green acrylic barrel. Visualated barrel. Medium/broad, oblique nib
(shaped like left foot). Near mint.

$375

219 Pelikan 1953 100N PIF in Grey Pearl. Rare color! GFT. Green acrylic barrel. Visualated barrel. Medium, flexible, oblique nib
(shaped like left foot). Near mint.

$500

220 Pelikan 1955 120 PIF in Green with Black Cap. GPT. This is the shorter version, manufactured by Montblanc. Gold-plated
nib. “Click” locking cap, designed not to open in your pocket. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint. Two
available: (1) fine nib; (1) Medium nib.

$100

221 Pelikan 1955 120 PIF in Green. GPT. This is the longer version, manufactured for Montblanc by Merz & Krell (note that there
is no step at the turning knob).. Visualated barrel. Gold plated, fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. Two available.

$125

222 Pelikan 1957 400NN PIF in Green Striped. GFT. Visualated barrel. Broad, oblique nib (left foot). New-old-stock. Near mint+ $175

223 Pelikan 1995 M150 PIF in Blue Translucent. Rare limited production model! Only 200 made for the Bols Department Store in
Japan. Nicknamed by collectors the “Blue Puddle,” as it looks like a smaller version of Pelikan’s “Blue Ocean”
LE. GPT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint with original label.

$350

224 Pelikan 2000 M400 Souveran PIF in Blue Striped. GPT. Broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint $125

225 Pelikan 2004 M400 Souveran PIF in Green Striped. GPT. Broad/double broad oblique nib (shaped like left foot). New-old-
stock. Mint.. New-old-stock. Mint.

$125

226 Pelikan 2005 M250 PIF in Translucent Amber. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint $65



227 Sheaffer 1959 PFM I Snorkel-fill in Blue. Blue cap with polished chrome trim. Palladium, medium nib. New-old-
stock. Mint with original chalk decal on barrel.

$250

228 Sheaffer 1959 PFM I Snorkel-fill in Green. Green cap with Chrome-plated trim. Palladium, medium “ball” nib (used
by everyone, but especially good for left-handed writers). New-old-stock. Near mint+

$225

229 Sheaffer 1959 PFM II Snorkel-fill in Blue. Brushed chrome cap. Medium “ball” nib (used by everyone, but
especially good for left-handed writers). New-old-stock. Mint.

$250

230 Sheaffer 1959 PFM III Snorkel-fill in Burgundy. Burgundy cap with gold filled trim. Medium nib. Near mint+ $225

231 Sheaffer 1959 PFM IV Snorkel-fill in Black. Polished chrome cap with GFT. Extra-fine nib. User grade, with one
dent and some surface scratches on cap. Would be $450 without the ding.

$250

232 Sheaffer 1959 PFM V Snorkel-fill in Blue. Gold filled cap in alternating pinstripes and plain panels. Wonderful
barrel engraving: “Presented by Tunku A. Rahman,” who was Prime Minister of Malaysia. Broad
“Ball” nib (used by everyone, but especially good for left-handed writers). Near mint.

$475

233 Sheaffer 1959 PFM V Snorkel-fill in Grey (the rarest color). Gold-filled cap. Medium nib. Has been filled, otherwise
near mint+

$500

234 Sheaffer 1959 PFM V Snorkel-fill in Green. Gold-filled cap. Has been filled, otherwise near mint+ with original nib
size label on the barrel (fine).

$400

235 Sheaffer 1959 Sheaffer PFM V Snorkel-fill in Black. Gold-filled cap. Fine nib. Neat mint+ $375

236 Sheaffer 1917 #3 LF in Gold-filled “Gothic” pattern. Fine, triple-flexible nib. Near mint. $500

237 Sheaffer 1933 Lifetime Balance Autograph Large LF in Green Marble. 14K clip * band. Gold-filled lever. Designed
primarily to be purchased as a gift. The pen and a copy of the indented recipient’s signature were
sent to the Sheaffer Factory for a replica signature to be engraved onto the cap band. This one
reads, “Charles E. Buxton.” Medium nib. Near mint+

$475



238 Sheaffer 1925 3-25 LF ring-top in Cardinal. GFT. Medium/broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint, with an incredably deep
and crisp imprint!

$75

239 Sheaffer 1925 3-25 LF in Deep Jade (beautiful color!). GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. $175

240 Sheaffer 1927 5-30 Balance LF in Green Marble. GFT. Extra-smooth, medium nib. Canadian manufacture. Barrel
imprint highlighted in white. Near mint. [Buy with pencil below at $175].

$135

241 Sheaffer 1927 Balance pencil in Green Marble. GFT. Near mint. Matches pen above. [Buy with pen above at
$175]

$75

242 Sheaffer 1937 Balance Lifetime Plunger-fill in Black. Very unusual long, highly visualated barrel. GFT.
Medium/fine nib. Our plunger-fill pens are warranted for two years. New-old-stock. Near mint.

$200

243 Sheaffer 1945 Triumph Lifetime 1000 Plunger-fill in Green striped. GFT. Wrap-around, extra-fine/fine nib. Our
plunger-fill pens are warranted for two years. New-old-stock. Mint.

$100

244 Wahl 1927 #4-size Gold Seal, Personal Point LF in Coral (Red with Orange Specks). GFT. “Soldier” clip
(designed so the cap doesn’t stick up from the shirt pocket). Manifold (stiff) nib. Two pinpoint spots
of brassing at the high points of the lever and the same on the bottom cap band, otherwise near
mint.

$275

245 Wahl 1927 #4-size Gold Seal, Personal Point LF in Black & Pearl. GFT. “Soldier” clip (designed so the cap
doesn’t stick up from the shirt pocket). User grade with slight ambering at the center of the cap
(otherwise near mint).  The saving grace is the wonderful medium/fine, flexible “Signature” nib. 

$250

246 Wahl 1935 6-size Doric LF in Morocco (Red Marble). GFT. Fine nib. Near mint. $350

247 Waterman 1927 #7 "Red" LF in Red Ripple. Part of Waterman's "color coded" models, where each color designated
a different nib style. "Red" is medium, flexible (this example is actually “extra-flexible). A little dried
ink residue inside the cap, otherwise near mint.

$450

248 Gift Certificate 2011 Please indicate dollar amount & recipient’s name in “Comments” section below. Thanks very much. Any $


